
FEB  2019  RABS  PASTORS
RETURNED  WITH  GIFTS  TO  TWO
UGANDAN REMOTE VILLAGES
February 25, 2019
RABS MISSIONARIES RETURNED WITH GIFTS TO TWO UGANDAN REMOTE
VILLAGES, MUSASI AND AWOROBU; WHERE RABS MINISTERED IN FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN DECEMBER 2018
As we had promised those in new fellowship with the Lord Jesus
and with us from RABS International Ministries, namely Rev.
Eva Clive Nansereko and Pastor Denis Plkw Muwanguzi and Pastor
Christine of Karamoja who oversees these two villages for
RABS.

SUPPLIES-FOR-THE-
VILLAGES  including
50  KG  (110  pounds)
of  Mama  Cyndi’s
Milling  Project
Maize  Flour,  Dry
Beans, and Clothing.
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RABS CAME WITH GIFTS
FOR THE VILLAGERS OF
MUSASI  AND  AWOROBU
IN  MOROTO  DISTRICT
NORTHERN  REGION  OF
UGANDA EAST AFRICA

Our  Mission began on February 20, 2019 in Moroto district
inside the villages where Pastor Christine is doing ministry.
This mission our RABS missionaries ministered in Aworbu and
Musasi Villages.

PASTOR-DENIS-AND-PASTOR-
CHRISTINE-AND-HELPER-
DIVIDING-OUR-MILLS-FLOUR-
INTO-SMALLER-BAGS-TO-GIVE-
AWAY
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REV.  EVA-CLIVE-
BAGGING-FLOUR-TO-
GIVE-IT-AWAY-TO-THE-
VILLAGERS

 

PASTOR-CHRISTINE-PASSING-
OUT-THE-INDIVIDUAL-BAGS-OF-
RABS  MILL’S-FLOUR-AND-
DRIED-BEANS-TO-THE-PEOPLE-
MUSASI VILLAGE.
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We had to change the mission this trip as Kaabong district had
to be put on halt. We started fellowships in three villages in
Kaabong and their childrens’ needs are much more than what we
have and expect to get at present.
No seed is insignificant bearing in mind the prompt nature of
the need and request being made. Also Rev. Eva Clive collected
clothing and she and Pastor Christine delivered a bag of used
clothes to each village mostly for the children. In the photos
you can see their desperate need.
We had to change the mission this  trip as Kaabong District
had to be put on hold. We started RABS fellowships in three
village in Kaabong. The children’s needs in these villages are
much more that what we currently have and expect to get at
present. However, no seed is insignificant.  It’s just the
prompt nature of the need of getting the school supplies to
the children, so they did not miss many days since school has
now  reopened  was  our  priority.  Rev.  Eva  Clive  collected
clothing and she and Pastor Christine delivered a bag of used
clothes to each village mostly for the children. In the photos
you can see their desperate need. The photos speak a thousand
words. It is difficult to look at these small frail skinny
children–without our help, where will they be in another year?

THE CHILDREN ARE IN GREAT
NEED  OF  OUR  HELP.  THE-
CHILDREN-LOVE-VISITORS-AND-
THEY-LOVE-TO-HEAR-THE-
STORIES-ABOUT-JESUS-
AWOROBU-VILLAGE-FEB-2019
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9-OF-THE-15-CHILDREN-
RECEIVING-AID-FOR-SCHOOL-
FEES-AND-SUPPLIES-AND
CLOTHING,  SO-THEY-CAN-
ATTEND-SCHOOL-IN-AWOROBU-
VILLAGE

Rev. Eva Clive wrote: All children that are seated in front of
Pastor Denis don’t go to school because of distance. There’s
no teacher the school is very far. Almost all the people are
illiterate. We were deliberating about starting something like
a nursery school but it would require us to get at least one
teacher for the start, one cook, Maize flour, chalk board,
pens, books, pens, pencils, pieces of chalk, and a saucepan.
It would be financially challenging because no parent could
pay fees to help us operate even a small nursery class. I
could register the village school under my school in Luwero
District, but the finances are not available. I cannot see now
how at this point a village school would ever be able to
support itself.
Some of the photos show older children who used to go to
distant schools but are no longer attending school because
their parents failed to provide school requirements, (pencils,
pens, and notebooks.) We have selected fifteen among those
children whom we are going to pay school fees and dues in
Aworobu village.
There are encouraging highlights from this RABS Mission.

The poles you see behind, that’s what they started in the
village.  The  church  members  were  still  cutting  poles
yesterday. It is the members of Musasi village who started
building for church and school. The lame lady is the one
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standing as the pastor in the Aworobu village. The church
structures  in  both  villages  would  also  serve  as  school
buildings too.
Finally,  I  share  with  you  at  the  moment,  there  is  one
challenge in completing the building project. It has been
extremely hot during the past three months and all the grass
that would be used to roof is completely burnt. It’s brown
everywhere. These folks will continue using the trees shade up
to late April when the rains are expected.
Rev. Eva Clive and Pastor Denis and Pastor Christine

AFTER GOING INTO THE
BUSH  TO  COLLECT
POLES TO CONSTRUCT A
BUILDIING FOR SCHOOL
AND CHURCH, REV. EVA
CLIVE  COOKED
PORRIDGEFOR  THE
WHOLE  VILLAGE  FROM
THE  MAIZE  FLOUR
DONATED  BY  MAMA
CYNDI’S  MILLING
PROJECT  IN  KIEREKA
KASOKOSO UGANDA.
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PASTOR-DENIS-AND-PASTOR-
CHRISTINE-IN-THEIR-RAB-
SHIRTS-IN-THE-VILLAGE-OF-
MUSASI.

POLES-LEANED-AGAINST-THE-
TREE-GATHER-BY-MUSASI-
VILLAGERS-TO-BEGIN-CHURCH-
AND-SCHOOL-STRUCTURE.

POLES-UP-AND-PASTOR-EVA-
AND-PASTOR-DENIS-EXPECT-AT-
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AWOROBU-VILLAGE

PASTOR-SERVING-AS-
PASTOR-IN-AWOROBU-
VILLAGE.
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THE  GIFT  OF
KNOWLEDGE  YOUNG-
STUDENT-WRITING-HER-
NAME-IN-HER-NEW-
TEXTBOOK.

GATHERING-TOGETHER-FOR-THE-
WORD-PASTOR-DENIS-IS-
SPEAKING-ABOUT-JESUS-CHRIST
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MAMA-EVA-AND-YOUNG-
GIRL-SEE-THE-JOY-ON-
MAMAS-FACE-KNOWING-
SHE-IS-MAKING-A-
DIFFERENCE

THERE IS REAL JOY IN GIVING–THOUGH YOU MAY NEVER TRAVEL TO THE
AFRICAN CONTINENT TO MINISTER, YOUR LOVE AND YOUR BLESSINGS
CAN THROUGH ANY FINANCIAL GIFT YOU CAN GIVE TO HELP THESE
CHILDREN AND OTHER CHILDREN LIKE THEM IN EAST AFRICA–HELP US
THROUGH RABS HUMANATARIN EFFORTS TO FEED THEM AND EDUCATATE
THEM.

GOD BLESS YOU–THANK YOU!
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